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Abstract- New experimental results show that Stardust crater morphology is consistent with interpretation of 
many larger Wild 2 dust grains being aggregates, albeit most of low porosity and therefore relatively high density. 
The majority of large Stardust grains (i.e. those carrying most of the cometary dust mass) probably had density of 
2.4 g cm-3 (similar to soda-lime glass used in earlier calibration experiments) or greater, and porosity of 25% or less, 
akin to consolidated carbonaceous chondrite meteorites, and much lower than the 80% suggested for fractal dust 
aggregates. Although better size calibration is required for interpretation of the very smallest impacting grains, we 
suggest that aggregates could have dense components dominated by µm-scale and smaller sub-grains. If porosity of 
the Wild 2 nucleus is high, with similar bulk density to other comets, much of the pore-space may be at a scale of 
tens of micrometers, between coarser, denser grains. 

Successful demonstration of aggregate projectile impacts in the laboratory now opens the possibility of experi-
ments to further constrain the conditions for creation of bulbous (Type C) tracks in aerogel, which we have ob-
served in recent shots. We are also using mixed mineral aggregates to document differential survival of pristine 
composition and crystalline structure in diverse fine-grained components of aggregate cometary dust analogues, 
impacted onto both foil and aerogel under Stardust encounter conditions.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
  The materials returned from comet Wild 2 by the Stardust mission (Brownlee et al.; 2003, 2006) have already 

offered an opportunity to interpret the composition (Flynn et al., 2006), mineralogy (Zolensky et al., 2006) and 
grain size distribution (Hörz et al., 2006) for samples from a Jupiter family comet. To understand the fine internal 
structure of the dust is also important for several reasons. It may reveal the scale of juxtaposition of unequilibrated 
materials, the mechanism of their aggregation, and the extent of subsequent compaction, textural and compositional 
equilibration. Together, these may help to explain the internal structure of the cometary nucleus, and allow us to test 
the models proposed for its accretion (e.g. Donn, 1990; 1991) and evolution (e.g. Belten et al., 2007). Inevitably, 
study of truly pristine cometary dust structure is compromised by the mechanisms of dust release that result in grain 
disaggregation (Clark et al., 2004) and loss of volatile molecular species within the coma (e.g. Dello Russo et al, 
2006; Cottin et al., 2004). These processes undoubtedly modify the dust, yet also produce the materials whose prop-
erties can be studied by remote sensing. The Stardust samples should therefore provide valuable ‘ground-truth’ data 
for comparison to spectroscopic and laboratory observations (e.g. Levasseur-Regourd et al., 2008). However, hy-
pervelocity particle capture may complicate interpretation of the collected dust (see review by Burchell and Kears-
ley, 2009). Although silica aerogel (Hörz et al., 1998) is probably the best medium currently available for the cap-
ture of grains at high speeds, numerous authors have now demonstrated that the complexity of particle disaggrega-
tion (Zolensky et al., 2008), surface abrasion and melting (Hörz et al., this volume? ; Burchell et al., 2006, 2009), 
decomposition (Velbel and Harvey, 2007; Noguchi et al., 2007) and mixing with aerogel (Leroux et al., 2008a) can 
make original grain size and internal structure difficult to determine. For relatively robust, coarse (> 10 µm), dense 
(> 2 g cm-3) impactors, the development of characteristic ‘carrot-shaped’ aerogel tracks (Type A of Burchell et al., 
2008) is now well documented, and a particle size calibration is possible (Burchell et al., 2008). The origin of more 
complex aerogel track shapes has been addressed in a theoretical treatment by Trigo-Rodriguez et al., (2008), who 
conclude that shock-driven break-up of weakly-bonded aggregate particles, and disintegration also partially driven 
by volatile expansion, is responsible for ‘bulbous’ tracks (Type C of Burchell et al., 2008). Where an aggregate im-
pactor also contains a larger, well consolidated grain, an intermediate Type B track is observed with a bulb followed 
by a carrot like track emerging from it. The Stardust aluminium foils show impacts by a wide size range of grains 



(Hörz et al., 2006), of which some had a complex porous aggregate structure with diverse internal composition 
(Kearsley et al., 2008a). In this paper we describe experiments using projectiles with complex internal structure and 
constrained sub-grain dimensions, and their implications for the interpretation of Wild 2 grains. 

 
Cometary dust structure 

 
Size and structure of cometary dust have been investigated by both remote sensing (e.g. Hanner, 1984) and by 

microscopy of samples attributed to a cometary origin but collected in the stratosphere (e.g. Rietmeijer and 
MacKinnon, 1987), as well as by theoretical modeling of dust and ice accretion in the environments of interstellar 
(IS) space and dense molecular clouds (DMC), e.g. Greenberg et al. (1989), Iatì et al. (2004). Dust size and mass 
were measured by optical and impact sensor instruments during the comet Halley encounter (Fulle et al., 2000), 
showing a substantial proportion of coarser (>> micrometer) grains. Nevertheless, before the first samples were 
returned by the Stardust mission from comet Wild 2 in 2006, a popular conception of cometary dust envisaged an 
abundance of fine micrometer-scale particles of IS origin, made of loosely connected nanometer-scale aggregates of 
poorly crystalline or amorphous silicate and carbonaceous material, mantled by ices, and forming a low-density, 
very porous ‘fluff’ (Greenberg, 1987). An alternative view emphasized the similarity of Halley dust to anhydrous 
interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) collected in the stratosphere (Brownlee et al., 1987), noting the more complex 
internal heterogeneity of IDPs, compared to the Greenberg model. Porous structure has certainly been observed 
frequently in IDPs, in some of which the presence of abundant ‘glass with embedded metal and sulfides’ (GEMS; 
Bradley, 2004) and grains with exotic ‘presolar’ isotopic signatures (e.g. Nguyen et al., 2007) indicate little equili-
bration and the survival of primitive composition and structure in IS dust gathered into a cometary nucleus. How-
ever, Zhukovska et al. (2008), conclude that the majority of crystalline grains should lose their distinctive structural, 
chemical and isotopic signatures to amorphisation and homogenization within aggressive IS and DMC environ-
ments, leaving few survivors. Greenberg et al. (1989) had suggested that processing within DMC might yield con-
centrically layered deposits upon amorphous silicate grain nuclei, which then aggregate into a very low density and 
high porosity framework. Experiments with fine particles under realistic early nebular conditions of dust size and 
density, gas pressure and flow rate have also produced complex branching aggregates (Blum and Wurm 2000, 
Dominik et al., 2007) indicating that they could form in the earliest stages of planetesimal accretion, and do not 
have to be inherited from presolar environments. Indeed, fractal aggregate particles with porous, branching structure 
have been invoked to account for discrepancies between different spectroscopic measurements of grain size in nebu-
lar and circumstellar dust (Nakamura, 1998). The low bulk density measurements made for many comet nuclei (see 
discussions by Weissmann et al., 2005; Levasseur-Regourd et al., 2009) including Wild 2 (Davidsson and Gutiérrez, 
2006) certainly suggest there must be substantial internal porosity, but at what physical scale? Is the pore space 
within fine fractal aggregates, or between coarser, denser grains?  

It is now apparent that not all comets are dominated by fine, low density porous dust made of sub-micrometer 
grain aggregates. Telescopic observations of cometary comae (e.g. Jewitt and Meech, 1986; Jewitt and Matthews, 
1999) have shown that coarser material may be abundant. Interpretation of meteor observations by Trigo-Rodriguez 
and Llorca (2006) also suggest variation in strength properties for cometary micrometeoroids from different 
sources, possibly as a function of compaction (implying differences in grain density). Spacecraft encounters such as 
Stardust (Tuzzolino et al., 2004) have confirmed that micrometer and coarser materials may be present in substantial 
quantity, and that much may be crystalline (Brownlee et al., 2006; Zolensky et al., 2006, 2008). The internal struc-
ture of some of the more robust aggregate Wild 2 cometary grains has been revealed by transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) of ultra-thin sections cut from Stardust aerogel terminal particles (Brownlee et al, 2006), and inno-
vative synchrotron X-ray computed microtomography has shown textural relationships between minerals reminis-
cent of chondrules (Nakamura et al., 2008). Unfortunately, it is clear from synchrotron X-ray fluorescence maps of 
elemental composition that disruption and segregation of particle components occurs in the majority of aerogel 
tracks (Flynn et al, 2006, Lanzirotti et al., 2008, Flynn, 2008). Careful analysis of both coarser and finer materials 
on the walls of bulbous aerogel tracks by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) suggests that 
many of the dispersed sub-micrometer components may have had a composition close to CI chondrite meteorites 
(Stephan et al., 2008). We do not yet know whether this type of fine material was present as a jacket around most of 
the more robust terminal grains prior to their collection, making the particles effectively aggregates, of which only 
the coarser sub-grains are now easy to see. To better understand the original properties of the cometary dust col-
lected by the Stardust mission it is therefore helpful to be able to simulate the modification of their structure and 
composition during their hypervelocity impact onto the collection media. Not only does this allow us to interpret the 



overall density and porosity of the grains (Kearsley et al., 2008b), but also to assess how compositional heterogene-
ity in the impact residue may reflect fine structure within the particle. Although the recognition of real, pristine 
amorphous material in aerogel tracks is fraught with difficulties (Ishii et al., 2008), results from small craters on the 
aluminium foils (Leroux et al., 2008b) suggest that these may also be a good place to evaluate the contributions of 
crystalline and amorphous materials to Wild 2 dust.  

 
Aluminium Foil Craters 

 
The flight of Stardust through the coma of comet 81P/Wild 2 (Tsou et al., 2004) yielded a harvest of dust, cap-

tured in low density silica aerogel, and impacted onto surrounding aluminium (Al) foil sheets (Brownlee et al., 
2006, Hörz et al., 2006). The relatively low peak pressure (estimated at < 1 GPa, e.g. Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008) 
experienced by particles ploughing into aerogel at 6.1 km s-1 allowed survival of diverse original grain compositions 
(Zolensky et al., 2006) and crystalline structure (Ohsumi et al., 2008). However, as suggested might occur by Gra-
ham et al. (2001), abrasion and sub-grain disaggregation disrupted fragile components, making it difficult to inter-
pret the original particle structure. The complexity of particle interaction with aerogel is now being revealed in labo-
ratory experiments (Ishii et al., 2008; Leroux et al., 2008a) and numerical impact simulations (Domínguez et al., 
2004). 

Impact of grains upon the spacecraft aluminium foils inevitably created higher shock pressures (estimated in the 
range 60 – 80 GPa, e.g. Burchell and Kearsley 2009), and hence more extreme structural and sometimes composi-
tional processing of the impactor (Wozniakiewicz et al., 2008). There are also a suite of confusing artifacts associ-
ated with the composition and fabrication of the foil sheets (see discussion below). Nevertheless, analysis of resi-
dues on the foils (Kearsley et al., 2008a; Leitner et al., 2008) has yielded useful compositional information, and in-
terpretation of the size and shape of the impacting particles may be more straightforward from foil craters than from 
aerogel tracks. There is a long history of experimental studies on the response of metal targets to hypervelocity im-
pact (e.g. Cour-Palais, 1987; Bernhard and Hörz, 1995; Kearsley et al, 2006), and the relationship between the char-
acteristics of impactors and crater shape is currently probably better understood than the processes responsible for 
aerogel track morphology, for which systematic experimentation (e.g. Burchell et al., 2008, 2009) and modeling 
(e.g. Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008) are still in progress. Using sophisticated image acquisition and analysis methods, 
we can now describe the three dimensional shape of Stardust foil craters, and interpret the properties of dust grains 
responsible by comparison to impact features created under analogous laboratory conditions (Kearsley et al., 2007) 
using light gas gun (LGG) shots. Our earlier work employed powder projectiles from a wide range of glass, metal 
and mineral powders (Kearsley et al., 2008b) to document the influence of impactor species upon crater morphology 
and size, and to make comparison to Stardust craters with simple shape (e.g. Fig. 1). Recent development of com-
plex artificial projectiles which can be fine-grained, porous, and of relatively low density (Kearsley et al., 2008a and 
b) has also allowed more realistic simulation of impact by aggregate particles. In this paper we document impacts by 
artificial aggregates, compare them to Stardust craters with both simple bowl shapes and more complicated internal 
morphology, and explain how they help us to understand the internal structure, especially density and porosity, of 
Wild 2 dust.  

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS OF STUDY 

 
  Stardust foils from the cometary side of the collector were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

as part of the Preliminary Examination (PE), Hörz et al. (2006) and Kearsley et al. (2008a). Additional stereo im-
agery of smaller craters was based on subsequent sample allocations, especially foil C011N,1 (which is from a loca-
tion between aerogel tiles with numerous small tracks, and bears a large number of small craters), foil C092W,1 and 
foil C050W,1. Flight spare 101 µm thickness Al 1100 foils were supplied by NASA for use as targets in our LGG 
experimental shots at the University of Kent, using the technique of Burchell et al. (1999). All targets were left un-
prepared, with no application of a conductive coating, and will be archived at the Natural History Museum (NHM), 
London for further research. Imagery was performed on a JEOL 5900LV SEM, in both backscattered electron (BEI) 
and secondary electron (SEI) modes. Stereo pair images were collected with 6 degree angular separation (the foil 
being tilted to 3 degrees either side of perpendicular). False colour anaglyph images were created by overlaying red 
positive tilt (left aspect) images upon cyan negative tilt (right aspect) images, with careful spatial registration. Gross 
crater morphology is then readily apparent, and allows recognition of ‘simple bowl’ and complicated ‘compound’ 
crater morphology (Kearsley et al., 2008a). Alicona MeX 4.2 software was used to generate digital elevation models 



(DEM) from the stereo-pairs, using the protocols of Kearsley et al. (2008a and b). Colour-coded three-dimensional 
depth models from MeX reveal the detailed crater form in contours, and following definition of the pre-impact am-
bient plane in the DEM, crater diameter (Di) and depth (De) were measured from representative cross-sections (e.g. 
Fig. 1). The De/Di values were compared to experimental data for mineral projectiles of known density, from 
Kearsley et al. (2008b) and new data presented below. To exclude impact features created by gun debris, and to 
positively identify impacts by complex polymineralic aggregates, X-ray mapping and spectrum acquisition were 
performed using the SmartMap routines of the Oxford Instruments INCA system fitted to the SEM. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. Secondary electron images (SEI) of large bowl-shaped craters on Al 1100 foil, impact velocity ~ 6.1 km s-1, 
created by: (left) an experimental olivine grain, Forsterite (Fo) 88%; and (right) Wild 2 dust, crystalline Fo 97 % 
olivine (Kearsley et al., 2008b). MeX digital elevation model depth profiles from the lines indicated on the images, 
show similar ‘simple bowl’ morphology. Note abundant angular impactor debris on the floor of both craters, and 
that the depth to diameter (De/Di) ratio is almost at the top of the range seen in experimental olivine impacts.  
 
Experimental Projectiles 

 
 Six types of dust analogue aggregates were produced from mineral powders selected and prepared from the 

mineral projectile collection of the NHM, using variants of the adhesive spray droplet impregnation method de-
scribed by Kearsley et al. (2008b). Samples of the aggregates were examined by SEM to characterize textural and 
compositional internal heterogeneity and particularly to assess relative volumetric proportions of their components, 
and bulk aggregate porosity and density. Average density and porosity values for the two sets of polymineralic ag-
gregates and the monomineralic monodisperse olivine aggregates were calculated from measured areas of impreg-
nating resin, adhesive and mineral matter in SEM images of polished sections. Values for the monomineralic ensta-



tite and lizardite aggregates are estimates based upon surface imagery of stub-mounted aggregate particles. For the 
lizardite aggregates, the unfilled porosity figure also includes ~ 15 % sub-micrometer intra-granular porosity, as 
revealed in high magnification imagery of polished sections of the mineral sample before powder preparation. Val-
ues of bulk density and porosity for grains in our powders of Allende (CV3) and Orgueil (CI) are taken from Con-
solmagno et al. (2008), although we also note that Corrigan et al (1997) suggest a much lower porosity value (4 %) 
should be used for unaltered Orgueil matrix. In finer grained portions of aggregates made from polydisperse pow-
ders, relative proportions of adhesive and unfilled porosity are extremely difficult to measure accurately (Table 1), 
and fluctuate due to the heterogeneous grain size and shape distribution. Although not a critical issue for the first 
experiments (demonstrating technical feasibility of simulating aggregate impacts), this became an important limita-
tion in interpretation of particle properties when considering detailed mechanisms for crater excavation. 

   
Table 1. Aggregates and meteorite powders used as projectiles in this study.  

Shots Velocity 
(km s-1) 

Mineral 
components 

Component size 
range 

Adhesive Estimated density ρ   
& porosity volume % 

G200207#1 
G200207#2 
G200207#3 

4.63 
5.07 
4.68 

Polymineralic:    
Olivine,  
Diopside,  
Pyrrhotite 

Polydisperse 
1 - 200 µm 

Acrylate 1 
PVA 

Acrylate 2 

ρ  Low          ~ 1.9 g cm-3 

porosity very variable 
unfilled pores  avg. 24 % 
filled porosity  avg. 35 % 

G290607#1 5.98 Monomineralic 
Enstatite 

Polydisperse 
1 - 200 µm 

Acrylate 1 ρ  Low          ~ 1.9 g cm-3 

porosity very variable 
unfilled pores         ~ 25 % 
filled porosity         ~ 25 % 

G290607#2 6.03 Monomineralic 
Lizardite 

Polydisperse 
1 - 200 µm 

Acrylate 1 ρ  Low          ~ 1.2 g cm-3 

unfilled pores      ~ 40 % 
filled porosity      ~ 25 % 

G210208#2 
G091008#1 

6.30 
6.00 

Monomineralic   
Olivine 

Monodisperse  
0.3 - 8 µm, 3 µm mode 

Acrylate 1 
Acrylate 1 

ρ High, avg. ~ 2.4 g cm-3 

filled porosity   30-66 % 
G221208#1 6.03 Polymineralic 

Olivine,  
Diopside,  
Pyrrhotite 

Monodisperse 
Silicates 0.3 - 8 µm;  
Sulfide 90 % < 10 µm 

Acrylate 1 ρ High, avg. ~ 2.4 g cm-3 

porosity very variable 
unfilled pores        ~ 0% 
filled porosity      30-66 % 

G301106#1 5.95 Allende CV3:     
(diverse silicates, 
Fe sulfides) 

Polydisperse  
< 125 µm 

none ρ                   2.79 g cm-3 

unfilled pores         ~ 23 % 

G220405#3 6.19 Orgueil CI1:       
(phyllosilicates, 
Fe oxides,  
Fe sulfides,       
Ca phosphates) 

Polydisperse  
Most 38-54 µm 

none ρ                      1.6 g cm-3 

unfilled pores      4 - 35? % 

 
The first artificial aggregates were produced from a mixture of olivine, diopside and pyrrhotite, separately powdered 
in a pestle and mortar, producing polydisperse powders, and then mixed together without deliberate size separation. 
Three types of adhesives were tested: acrylate spray sold as Windsor and Newton fixative (Acrylate 1); a second 
commercial acrylate aerosol (Acrylate 2); and an aqueous solution of poly vinylacetate (PVA). Each was sprayed as 
fine droplets onto the gently agitated surface of loose powder, to encourage loose grain-to-grain adhesion, creating 
aggregates with high porosity and low overall density (Fig. 2). Cross sections through these aggregates (Kearsley et 
al., 2008b) revealed a thin adhesive coating on loosely held coarser grains touching at a few points and giving high 
porosity at scales of 10’s of micrometers, but a relatively weak structure. In finer-grained portions of the aggregate, 
adhesive infills all of the pore space between grains yielding a denser and stronger structure. All three adhesives 
successfully bound the polymineralic powder mixture into aggregates, although the ease of application for the acry-
late aerosol spray proved the most convenient. In the initial shots to test the survival of aggregates in LGG shots, the 
projectiles were fired at polished Al 6000 series targets, thereby conserving valuable Stardust foil during the prov-
ing shots. The impact velocity was between 4.6 and 5.1 km s-1, lower than the Stardust Wild 2 encounter velocity 



(6.1 km s-1). Following the first shot, which was successful, further aggregates were produced from polydisperse 
enstatite and lizardite powders. However, as all of these low density polydisperse aggregates yielded relatively few 
distinctive impacts (see results section below), a second method of aggregate production was attempted.  

 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of process for creation of polydisperse, low density aggregate projectiles. 
 

The finest grain-size olivine aggregates were produced from carefully picked grains of San Carlos olivine, pow-
dered in a vibratory disc mill (made by TEMA Machinery Ltd). The powder was made into an aqueous slurry, and a 
column cylinder was used to sediment all grains coarser than 8 µm, by timed deposition. The cloudy supernatant 
fluid was pipetted into a second sedimentation column, and fines were concentrated by long sedimentation (1 week). 
Removal of supernatant fluid, and drying of the concentrated slurry yielded a fine powder with grain size range 
from < 8 µm down to sub-µm, and a mode ~ 3 µm. The fine grain size made powder agitation for aggregate produc-
tion very difficult, as much was lost by suspension into the cabinet airflow (necessary for safe handling of materials 
< 10 µm in size). To improve the yield of aggregates, a small quantity of the powder was therefore placed in a 
watch-glass, made into a fine dilute slurry with distilled water, and placed on a hot plate, where it was allowed to 
dry into a thin powder cake. The surface of the cake was then sprayed with acrylate adhesive until a glossy surface 
was seen (implying filling of all available pore-space), and again allowed to dry on the hot plate. The solid mixture 
was gently scraped free of the underlying glass surface, yielding rolled slivers of material. In the dry cake, assuming 
sub spherical grain shape and high efficiency grain packing, the powder could be expected to have a porosity be-
tween 26 and 48 %, available for infill by acrylate resin during aggregate production. Grain angularity and relatively 
broad grain size range (sub µm to ~3 µm dominant) can result in deviation from a simple close-pack model. Area 
analyses of ten BEI taken at high magnification on polished sections through the olivine aggregates (e.g. Fig. 3 b) 
revealed that the proportion of resin to olivine varied from 30:70 to 66:34, with an average of 49:51. Were all of the 
space between olivine grains (3.2 g cm-3) completely filled by acrylate (1.175 g cm-3) this would yield an average 



density of 2.2 g cm-3 for these aggregates. However, portions of aggregates with substantial unfilled pore space (and 
apparently low olivine proportion) are likely to be relatively weak, causing fragmentation during acceleration in the 
LGG. The density of impacting coarser aggregates was thus likely to be biased towards the higher end of the range, 
nearer 2.4 g cm-3. 

A similar preparation protocol was used to produce a fine diopside powder. Although TEMA preparation of sul-
fides was also straightforward, size separation of pyrrhotite proved more difficult due to magnetic attraction of fine 
grains causing rapid clumping and sedimentation from suspension. A small quantity of < 10 µm pyrrhotite was suc-
cessfully separated by drawing dry powder through a fine filter, using a strong magnet. However, during later stages 
of aggregate production, the fine pyrrhotite was again prone to clumping, and to prevent excessive segregation en-
couraged by powder agitation, the polymineralic components were gently mixed as a dense slurry in a droplet of 
distilled water and allowed to dry as a paste in an evaporating dish. The surface of the dry powder cake was then 
impregnated by acrylic spray until all porosity was assumed to be filled. SEM imagery shows that the resulting ag-
gregates do contain more adhesive and less pore space than in our earlier experiments (Kearsley et al., 2008b), and 
in-flight fragmentation releasing smaller particles dominated by adhesive might therefore be expected to yield some 
proportion of impacts by organic rather than mineral components.  

Crushed samples of two carbonaceous chondrite meteorites had also been prepared as projectiles for earlier 
work in 2005 and 2006. The complex, heterogeneous mineral distribution within meteorite samples leads to uncer-
tainty as to the precise composition of the particle responsible for an individual impact feature. and our previous 
studies of cratering had therefore been largely confined to projectiles of well-characterised composition. In the light 
of our new results from artificial aggregate impacts, we have re-examined the target foils and plates impacted by 
meteorite powders, not only to determine the distribution of residue from particular meteorite mineral components, 
but particularly to document the detailed three dimensional crater shapes. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. a) BEI of a cross section through a polymineralic, polydisperse, low density, high porosity aggregate projec-
tile. Dark areas are pore space filled by resin (both adhesive and block impregnating resin for sectioning), mid grey 
areas are silicate minerals, bright areas are sulfide. b) BEI of a cross section through a monodisperse, monominer-
alic, high-density, low porosity aggregate projectile made of fine olivine. Mid grey areas are olivine, dark areas are 
porosity filled by acrylate resin.  

 
The higher density, lower porosity monodisperse aggregates and meteorite powders were all fired at velocities 

close to 6 km s-1, onto targets of flight-spare Stardust foil. 
 
RESULTS FROM STARDUST 

 
 The preliminary examination of Stardust foils revealed that four (probably five) of the seven large (> 20 µm di-

ameter) Stardust impact features examined (Kearsley et al., 2008a) show relatively simple plan view outlines (close 



to circular) and ‘bowl-shaped’ depth profiles (Fig. 1) of De/Di ~ 0.56 to 0.81. Some of the craters contain residue 
that is almost entirely derived from a single mineral species, whereas others show a mixture of compositions, proba-
bly reflecting diverse mineral (and/or amorphous) species within the impactor (Kearsley et al., 2008a). The precise 
compositional range of residue has not yet been determined, partly due to geometrical problems with extraction of 
focused ion beam (FIB) sections from these relatively deep, narrow craters. The similarity of the simple bowl crater 
shape to experimental impacts by single-crystal silicate impactors led to an initial assumption that the cometary dust 
grains probably had similar bulk density and little internal porosity (Kearsley et al., 2008a). Our new experimental 
data from large aggregate impacts now allow us to make a better comparison. 
Two larger Stardust craters show complicated and shallower depth profiles, interpreted as evidence of impact by 
lower density aggregates. One particularly complicated (compound) crater on foil C029W,1 shows diverse residue 
compositions within separate modified bowl depressions, implying an aggregate of different mineral sub-grains 
(Kearsley et al., 2008a). A simple model of the component sub-grain dimensions was inferred from the location and 
rim diameter of crater arc-segments, and was combined with likely density values (based upon X-ray microanalyses 
of the impact residues) to yield an estimate of overall particle mass, porosity and density (Kearsley et al., 2008a). 
The volume of foil metal displaced by this impact event has now been measured from a MeX DEM as ~ 1.8 x 105 
µm3. Several previous experimental studies of micro-cratering (Rudolph, 1968; Eichhorn and Grün, 1993) have 
shown that, where the target dimensions are ‘semi-infinite’ (i.e. allow the cratering process to run to completion 
before a material boundary can be reached), there is a linear relationship between kinetic energy of the impactor and 
the volume of target material displaced. In our earlier particle size calibration experiments (Kearsley et al., 2006), 
we used well-constrained projectile and target materials, and a narrow impact velocity dispersion, and can therefore 
generate a volume-displacement calibration plot for monodisperse soda lime glass bead samples (Fig. 4), which 
confirms the linear relationship. When mass estimates from the simple model are compared to a value derived from 
the measured volume displacement, similar results are obtained (19 ± 3 ng : 18 ng respectively). 
 



 
 
Fig. 4. Plot of experimental impact crater size (displaced volume of Al, measured internal to crater, below pre-
impact surface as seen in MeX DEM) as a function of soda lime glass projectile mass (ranging from 0.2 ng to ~130 
ng, calculated from measured crater top-lip diameter, using the diameter relationship of Kearsley et al., 2006, and a 
density of 2.4 g cm-3). The volume of the large compound crater on Stardust foil C029W,1 is shown as a cross on 
the Y-axis, corresponding to inferred particle mass of ~ 18 ng when extrapolated to intersect the linear plot. 
 
 

A hydrodynamic numerical simulation of this impact was performed at the University of Kent, using 
AUTODYN 3D. Values of size, mass, equation of state and spatial distribution suggested by the simple model de-
scribed above were applied to the individual sub-grain components. The result (Fig. 5 b) is highly informative, re-
producing the broad outline shape of the structure including internal pits and septa, but also revealing that im-
provements could be made to some of the inferred particle masses and spatial distribution (particularly in the third, 
line-of-flight, dimension). Refinements to this simulation are currently in progress, but even the first iteration sup-
ports interpretation of this feature as the product of impact by a very porous aggregate of low density. 



 



 
Fig. 5. Stardust foil impacts, stereo anaglyphs (left eye red, right eye green). Comparison of the large compound 
crater on Stardust foil C029W,1 (a, SEI) with an AUTODYN 3D simulation (b), based upon the model of particle 
internal structure ascribed by Kearsley et al. (2008a). Comparison of stereo anaglyphs and MeX depth profiles of 
compound craters: formed by impact of a dense, polymineralic, artificial aggregate containing impact residue from 
diopside and pyrrhotite (c and e); with a Stardust crater on foil C091W,1, containing Mg-rich silicate and Fe-sulfide 
residue (d and f). Despite difference in overall scale, the similarity in general form probably reflects a similar rela-
tionship of sub-grain to entire impactor size. Stereo anaglyph SE images of smaller Stardust craters (g to r), all on 
foil C011N,1. Note the wide range of subsurface three dimensional shapes, few being truly ‘bowl-shaped’. 

 
The compound crater on foil C091W,1 (Fig. 5 d and f) shows a rather different depth profile to the classic sim-

ple bowl shape, apparently consisting of two closely superimposed sub circular craters, one cutting and almost en-
tirely reworking the rim of the other. The floor of this feature also appears flat rather than a curved bowl, and the 
associated DEM reveals superimposed smaller depressions on the floor of the larger structure. 

Smaller Stardust impact structures exhibit a great variety of plan-view outline and three dimensional complexity 
in stereo-pair images and digital elevation models (Fig. 5). From the small number so far reconstructed as DEM by 
MeX, it appears that few have simple bowl-shaped depth profiles, most show overlapping and mutually interfering 
depressions. However, even cursory examination shows that few of the smaller craters are as shallow in relation to 
their width as the compound crater described above, and most show relatively deep, overlapping depressions. Nev-
ertheless, where energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis has been performed on small craters (either in situ in unpre-
pared craters, or by TEM of FIB-cut sections), residues of several different compositions can be found together, 
implying polyphase impactors (Kearsley et al., 2008, Leroux et al., 2008b), often with crystalline remnants of a sub-
stantial proportion of the impactor, without clear evidence of non-stoichiometric amorphous materials. 

 
RESULTS FROM LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

 
Low-density, polydisperse aggregates. 

 The shots of olivine, enstatite and polymineralic aggregates onto Al 6000 series each yielded a few small com-
pound features. Some of the polymineralic impactor craters contained residue derived from more than one mineral 
component, as illustrated in Kearsley et al. (2008b). The majority of impact features on the stub surfaces were sim-
ple craters of a wide size range, but with each only containing residue from a single mineral component. 

 
Low density lizardite aggregates 

The shot of polydisperse lizardite aggregates onto Al 6000 series generated few larger impacts, but a large num-
ber of small compound craters (Fig. 6 top), in contrast to the targets from other low density polydisperse aggregate 
shots. 

 
Higher density monodisperse fine olivine aggregates. 

 The first shot (G210208#2) gave very few impacts on the target, but the second shot, using projectiles from the 
same production batch, yielded a target peppered with many thousands of impacts, from sub-micrometer to sub-
millimeter scale (Fig. 6). A much higher proportion of the impact features were compound impacts than were found 
in shots of the low-density aggregates. The smaller craters  (µm to 20 µm) vary greatly in shape, with most being 
compound, and many showing irregular outline morphology similar to small Stardust craters, with multiple bowl 
overlaps (Fig. 6, lower). There are numerous ‘clusters’ of small irregular craters (Fig 6, lower) like those reported 
from Stardust. The relatively deep internal depressions are also similar in shape and size to those of Stardust. Most 
of these craters contain abundant residue of high magnesium and silicon content, recognizably derived from olivine. 
A few very shallow craters (De/Di ~ 0.25) of oval or irregular external outline, yet lacking complicated internal 
septa, show no obvious residue but have a distinctive polygonal surface cracking on the crater floor.  

Most intermediate scale craters (20 to 50 µm) are sub-circular in top-lip plan view, although with more compli-
cated internal shape apparent in stereo anaglyphs. The small to medium-scale experimental craters will be the focus 
of intensive study by FIB-TEM, particularly regarding the preservation of crystalline remnants and generation of 
apparently amorphous materials. 

 



 
 
Fig. 6. Stereo anaglyph SEI of experimental impacts on Al1100 foil by: monomineralic, polydisperse low density, 
high porosity lizardite aggregates (craters a to g, aggregate projectile h); and monomineralic, monodisperse, high 



density, low porosity, fine olivine aggregates (craters i to n). Note compound shapes for smaller craters (10 – 50 
µm, and bowl-shapes for larger craters (> 50 µm), flatter bases may reflect near penetration of the foil thickness. 

 
The numerous larger impacts (> 50 µm diameter) have relatively circular outlines and simple bowl-shaped pro-

files (Fig. 7). Their abundance is not consistent with the low level of coarser olivine grain contamination in the pro-
jectile powder (< 0.3 %) and we attribute these impacts to stronger, large aggregates. The De/Di determined from 
MeX DEM reconstruction averages at 0.54 (n = 27, Std Dev. 0.07) as compared to that for single grain olivine im-
pacts which we determined previously as 0.71 (Std Dev. 0.08). Together with evidence from our imagery of pol-
ished aggregate cross-sections, yielding an estimated aggregate density of ~ 2.4 g cm-3, these craters define a plot 
position offset below that of single mineral, dense olivine (Fig. 8). 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 7. Top: SEI of typical impacts by large aggregates made from fine-grained, monodisperse olivine. Bottom: 
Depth profiles of the craters generated from MeX DEM, labeled with De/Di. 
 



 
 
Fig. 8. Left: Impact crater depth/diameter as a function of projectile density; measurements from LGG shots of 
monodisperse glass, polymer and metal beads and polydisperse monocrystalline mineral powders (revised from 
Kearsley et al. 2008b, with addition of new mineral data). Dispersion of soda lime data is due to fragmentation into 
small angular shards during firing. Right: Plot of De/Di for large bowl-shaped craters formed by mid-density 
monomineralic aggregates of monodisperse olivine, compared to single-crystal, dense (~3.2 g cm-3) olivine grains. 

 
Higher density monodisperse polymineralic (olivine/diopside/pyrrhotite) aggregates. 

 The first shot (G221208#1) of aggregates with rather poorly mixed sub-grains yielded only a few impact fea-
tures on the target.  Although most were compound craters, their residues suggest that the sub-grains of each impac-
tor were composed of only a single mineral species. However, one feature (Fig. 5 c and e, and Fig. 9) contained 
residue with markedly different compositions across the crater, and although dominated by diopside-derived resi-
due, some patches are low in Ca and high in Mg (suggesting a contribution from the olivine), and a diffuse presence 
of sulfur suggests that sub-micrometer residues from pyrrhotite are widely distributed throughout. A second shot 
(G221208#2) onto aerogel generated numerous Type C bulbous tracks, including one large example (Fig. 9 g). 

 

 
 



Fig. 9. Experimental impacts by polymineralic monodisperse, high-density, low-porosity aggregates: at left on Al 
foil, SEI and X-ray maps (Mg, Si, S, Ca and Fe); at right, forming a Type C bulbous track on aerogel. 

 
Meteorite powder impacts 

The craters produced by carbonaceous chondrite powder projectiles also show variation in shape, with larger 
craters again being simple bowls, whilst smaller craters (of < 50 µm diameter) are often complicated in internal 
form (Fig. 10). The small compound Allende craters (Fig. 10 top) are dominated by Fe-rich silicate residues (and 
rarer Ca-rich silicates), whilst compound Orgueil craters (Fig. 10 bottom) may contain mixed Fe, Ni, Mg, Si, O and 
S rich-residue and patches of Fe oxide or Fe sulfide. We have not, however, observed clustering of craters, or 
shapes so complicated as those produced in our artificial aggregate particle shots. 

 



 



 
Fig. 10. Stereo anaglyph SEI of craters formed by laboratory impact of powdered carbonaceous chondrite meteorite 
projectiles, fired onto Stardust Al foil: Allende projectiles, images a to f; Orgueil projectiles, images g to r. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
Our previous work (Kearsley et al., 2007; 2008a; 2008b) has shown that LGG impacts by single mineral grain 

projectiles at ~ 6 km s-1 usually yield craters with a simple, near-circular plan outline and ‘bowl-shaped’ depth pro-
file. Impactor shape may play an important role if the grain has a markedly inequant shape, as impacts at varying 
angles of pitch (relative to the long axis) will generate different crater circularity and crater depth (Kearsley et al., 
2008b). For example, our shots of angular olivine shards (Fig. 5 of Kearsley et al., 2008a) do not create the very 
wide range of crater De/Di seen in impacts by acicular wollastonite needles (0.26 to 0.97; Fig. 21 of Kearsley et al., 
2008b), suggesting that projectile shape factor (aspect ratio) must be very high for major influence. Where particle 
shape is more equant, impactor density seems to control average depth/diameter (Kearsley et al., 2008b), with 
higher density particles (e.g. steel) creating relatively deeper craters than, for example, low density polymer grains. 
Although complex impactor shape can complicate matters, the average depth/diameter of experimental craters made 
by homogeneous, non-porous grains is clearly linked to their bulk density. The range of De/Di ratios is now becom-
ing well documented and, even with the data dispersion evident in Fig. 8, it is clear that many artificial aggregates 
of fine olivine produce shallower craters than single-crystal olivines of equivalent diameter. Where the sub-grain 
dimensions are a small fraction of the overall particle size (i.e. in our bigger aggregates of monodisperse olivine), 
the aggregate behaves as though it were an almost homogeneous, albeit low density, particle and creates a bowl-
shaped crater. If sub-grain dimensions are a larger fraction of the whole (i.e. smaller aggregate fragments), each 
sub-grain exerts influence on the development of crater shape, and more complicated craters are formed. If we as-
sume that the bulk density of our bigger olivine aggregate projectiles is ~ 2.4 g cm-3 (similar to soda-lime glass) then 
a 10 µm projectile might be expected to have an internal construction with between 3 and 10 smaller grains across 
its width. Craters of ~ 50 µm, produced by such aggregates, lie at the threshold for change from compound to sim-
ple-bowl morphology.  It appears that if an aggregate is less than 3 to 10 times larger than the dimensions of its con-
stituent sub-grains, it is likely to produce a compound crater morphology. In the case of individual meteorite powder 
projectiles (which do produce some compound craters), we cannot directly constrain the internal structure and com-
position of each impactor. However, compound Allende craters usually contain residues with compositions resem-
bling the characteristic iron-rich olivines that are so common as an open framework of laths of a few micrometers in 
grain-size (typically ~ 2 µm long-axis) making up the porous Allende matrix. In the case of Orgueil, the explanation 
for compound crater morphology may not always be so simple. Polished sections show that the meteorite contains 
two populations of grain size: very fine-grained (<< µm) hydrous silicates; and coarser (> µm) grains, mainly Fe 
oxides and sulfides. The residue within the compound craters suggests an origin from either a mixture of these 
phases (in a few craters), or solely from the phyllosilicates. In the latter case it may be that there are differences in 
density on a scale of a few micrometers, reflecting extremely fine scale porosity variations, which are not resolved 
as discrete pores in BEI of the projectile material, but are suggested by subtle grey tone variations across areas > 
micrometer. 

For interpretation of the range of morphology shown by small but complicated Stardust craters two other factors 
must also be considered. Firstly, it is possible that there could be a bias in the recognition of small crater shapes due 
to the surface irregularity of the Stardust foils and the methodology used to recognize impact features. The foil sur-
face shows ridges and furrows with topographic expression of micrometer scale, uplifted pits with radial tension 
gashes around Fe-oxide inclusions, and a variety of abundant surface indentations and scratches. Many of the inden-
tations have very irregular shapes, but occur in extensive linear strips, suggesting formation by mechanical contact 
during assembly prior to launch, and they can thus be discounted as hypervelocity impact features. However, during 
the search for small craters, the primary criterion for recognition of an impact generated structure is usually the ap-
pearance of a bright SEI ‘edge-effect’ marking the uplifted crater rim. Such a prominent feature is best developed 
around a deeper bowl-shaped feature, and it is possible that detachment of a very thin metal lip might leave only a 
poorly defined uplift zone around a small compound crater, or even a partial surface ‘skin detachment’ (as shown in 
the very small craters of Kearsley et al., 2008b), removing the most obvious evidence for hypervelocity impact ori-
gin. The quantity of impact residue is also likely to be very small from a tiny aggregate, and preserved as a thin film 
(of only a few tens of nanometers thickness). Given the known heterogeneous impurities in the foil, especially the 
localized Fe and Si concentrations (Kearsley et al., 2007), and the common silica aerogel particulate contamination 



which can become lodged within surface irregularities, it is very difficult to distinguish impact residue without re-
course to sophisticated surface analysis techniques (e.g. Auger spectroscopy, Stadermann et al., 2007) whose speed 
and expense are impractical for large area characterization. Electron beam scattering within small craters can also 
yield a misleading impression of the distribution of ‘residue’, with X-ray emission from localized residue, or con-
taminants, being stimulated by spot irradiation even at a distance of several micrometers. There is therefore a real 
possibility that the number of small, shallow and complicated impact features on Stardust foils has been underesti-
mated.  

A second complication arises in the possibility of impacts by secondary ejecta from cometary dust impacts on 
other parts of the spacecraft. Our recent, as yet unpublished, laboratory experiments to simulate generation of sec-
ondary ejecta from the spacecraft solar panels behind the collector, show that irregular droplets of molten materials 
splashed at a high angle from the primary impact site may also generate compound crater morphology when they 
impact onto a second surface such as Al foil. Their lower velocity usually results in shallower impact features with 
poorly uplifted rims. Fortunately, they also contain abundant residue from the solar cell components (easily recog-
nized by a distinctive composition), and the surrounding surface is also usually embedded with abundant solid frag-
ments of ejecta, neither of which have been found on Stardust cometary collector foils. It is therefore unlikely that 
the cometary foil crater clusters were formed by ejecta from solar cell arrays. Were they created by debris from im-
pact onto low density Kapton (~1.4  g cm-3) in the multi-layer insulation (MLI) foil blankets on the Whipple Shield 
in front of the collector, as discussed by Westphal et al. (2008)? In our experience, organic materials do not give a 
well-preserved hypervelocity impact residue and hence any associated Kapton secondary ejecta, although likely to 
yield very shallow craters, would be difficult to recognize on the foils. The abundant small craters on foil C011N,1 
(from within an area of clustering described by Westphal et al., 2008), are quite deep (Fig. 5, bottom), and all seem 
to contain Mg-silicate residue. They show more complicated 3D shapes than simple bowls, and were probably 
formed by fragments that were still solid aggregates. Graham et al. (2003) have demonstrated  that crystalline (i.e. 
solid) olivine can survive perpendicular LGG impact onto Kapton MLI foils at 5.1 km s-1, and we therefore suggest 
that the creation of these craters could indeed be the result of grazing contact by a larger cometary dust grain onto a 
curved surface of thin Kapton foil, an impact which did not exceed the melting temperature of the aggregate com-
ponents, but generated a narrow sub-conical debris cloud, propagated down-range to impact the Stardust collector. 
Were almost all of the smaller Stardust craters made in this way? Stereo imagery and three dimensional reconstruc-
tion of shape has not yet been carried out for more than a few of the small craters found at a distance from the spa-
tial clusters. Some of those found during the Stardust PE were more complicated and shallow (e.g. on foil C125N,1; 
Kearsley et al., 2008b; Fig. 15), and perhaps do record a few impacts by pristine, small, very fine-grained, porous 
aggregate grains of low density. The residue composition within about half of the smaller (< 20 µm) craters exam-
ined during Stardust PE indicates both silicate and sulfide components together (Kearsley et al., 2008a), even within 
dust of micrometer scale. Sections of a few micrometer-scale craters have been examined by TEM (Leroux et al., 
2008b). Some show quite coarse crystalline mineral remnants (> 100 nm) and patches of similar homogeneous 
composition (probably shock melt), implying that the original particle was probably not composed of nanometer-
scale grains or rich in amorphous material. We suggest that more FIB sections should be made from small Stardust 
craters, to establish the homogeneity of composition in the residues, and that better understanding of the crater 
forming process and residue preservation, involving both experimental work and numerical modeling, will be re-
quired to help interpret these craters. 

In LGG shots of aggregates, artefacts which could be confused with aggregate impacts also occur. As well as 
mineral-bearing aggregates, coarser fragments of the solidified adhesive binder, and even debris from the nylon 
sabot, may also reach the target foil and create shallow impact features. Fortunately, the distinctive ‘crazed’ polygo-
nal surface texture within craters formed by impact of organic projectiles (as seen in our impacts of poly methyl-
methacrylate spheres) makes them easy to recognize, despite their lack of evident carbon-rich residue. 

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the nature of cometary dust not only influences the shape of craters in the 
Stardust aluminium foils, but also that of the tracks in the aerogel. We assume that the large craters and large tracks 
on the Stardust collector were created by the same population of impactors and, with our new experimental evi-
dence, we can begin to suggest a combined taxonomy (see Fig. 11). The three aerogel track types A, B, C (see Hörz 
et al., 2006; Burchell et al., 2008), were held to reflect respectively: well consolidated grains (whether monocrystal-
line or very compact, strong, dense aggregates), mixtures of well consolidated material with volatile rich/loosely 
bound smaller sub-grains, and finally just assemblages of volatile-rich and/or loosely-bound small sub-grains. In 
parallel, these three types of impactor are considered to produce: deep bowl-shaped craters (e.g. Fig 1), shallow 
bowl-shaped craters with internal complexity reflecting sub-grain dimensions (e.g. Fig. 6); and very complicated, 



shallow features (Fig. 5) respectively. The large simple-bowl craters created by our strong olivine aggregates are > 
50 µm in diameter (many are 80-100 µm, see Figs. 6 and 7). By comparison to our previous calibration work 
(Kearsley et al., 2006) we infer that this is 4 to 5 times larger than the impactor diameter, implying particles of 10 to 
20 micrometers size. Experimental data from Burchell et al. (2008) show that aerogel tracks created by single-
crystal or other very robust particles of this size would usually create tracks of type A. Although we do not yet have 
results from many laboratory impacts onto aerogel by experimental aggregates, we have already observed that small 
Type C tracks are created by monodisperse fine-grained aggregates, in contrast to the Type B tracks made by liz-
ardite powder (Foster et al., 2008), a projectile material which SEM images reveal is made of natural porous, 
polydisperse aggregates (Fig. 22 of Kearsley et al., 2008a) 
 

Burchell et al. (2008) noted the frequency of each track type in the Stardust aerogel: only 2 % of tracks were 
Type C; overall the ratio A/B was 2:1, but the A/B split had a strong particle size dependence; 100 % of tracks for 
sub-micrometer sized impacting particles were of Type A, whilst 90 % of the tracks from particles > 20 µm were of 
Type B, with a gradual transition at intermediate sizes. For large impacts, the dominance of type B aerogel tracks on 
the Stardust collector implies that the majority of large dust particles were not simply robust or monocrystalline par-
ticles, and the paucity of type C tracks indicates that weakly-bound assemblages composed of many fine-grained 
particles were also relatively rare. By contrast, the interpretation of the larger Stardust craters (4 of 7 large craters) 
as bowl-shaped, suggests the particles were well-consolidated, containing either a coarse single mineral grain (pos-
sibly accompanied by a quantity of fine-grained loosely-bound components), or in the somewhat shallower exam-
ples, a relatively high density aggregate with many sub-grains. We also note the observation (see Fig 16, Burchell et 
al., 2008) that 43 % of type B tracks have just 1 stylus underneath the initial bulbous cavity (35 % have 2 stylii, 15 
% 3 styli and only 6 % have 4 or more styli). We therefore suggest that the majority of larger Wild 2 dust grains 
were aggregates, albeit compact and relatively strong, containing relatively few distinct large sub-grains. A large 
particle with > 10 loosely bound components with no single dominant grain, may well give a type C bulbous 
aerogel track or a compound, shallow crater in the foil, but such features seem relatively rare.  

With the smaller craters and tracks the situation is less clear. The small cometary particles in Stardust gave pre-
dominantly type A aerogel tracks, but the small craters can have a complicated morphology. However, Price et al. 
(2009) have reported that experimental craters from impacts of small (less than 10 µm) particles on Stardust foil do 
not scale as expected from observations of larger particles, indicating a less efficient cratering process. The mecha-
nisms of crater formation by small cometary dust require further study before we can reliably interpret the structural 
nature of the smallest particles. Here we tentatively suggest that sub-micrometer particles may produce craters more 
sensitive to particle shape effects, or that the single grains (Type A tracks) may be well-consolidated (internal 
strength sufficient to survive ~1 GPa shocks), but of more than one mineral (e.g. similar to components of the parti-
cle “Febo” shown in Fig. 2 of Brownlee et al., 2006), with the combination of different density components influ-
encing crater shape, but producing only Type A aerogel tracks. Higher resolution compositional imaging of the 
smaller aerogel tracks, combined with an improved understanding of cratering at sub-micrometer scales,  may help 
to resolve this issue. 
 



 
 
Fig. 11. Taxonomy of impact crater and aerogel track morphology related to particle structure. 
 



CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FURTHER WORK 
 

  
Although the near-circular plan outline and De/Di of the deeper ‘bowl-shaped’ Stardust craters (e.g. Fig. 1) are 

similar to laboratory craters produced by single-crystal, low porosity silicate projectiles at ~6 km s-1 (Kearsley et al., 
2008b), we have now shown that big bowl-shaped craters can also be produced by impact of large fine-grained ag-
gregate particles of intermediate density (~ 2.4 g cm-3), and by powders from meteorites with 20 to 35 % bulk po-
rosity. The depth profile of these aggregate craters (Fig. 8) lies at the lower limit for shallower Stardust bowl-shapes 
(see Kearsley et al., 2008a), implying that most Wild 2 grains were higher in density, and 2.4 g cm-3 is probably the 
minimum attributable to the majority of large Stardust grains i.e. those carrying most of the cometary dust mass. If 
the Stardust grains are assumed to contain predominantly mafic silicate, sulfide and unfilled pore-space, although 
the presence of organic material has been demonstrated in some (Leitner et al., 2008), this would imply that the up-
permost limit for porosity in ‘bowl-making’ grains is ~ 25 %, much lower than the 75 % porosity (Kearsley et al., 
2008) estimated for the aggregate which created the extraordinary feature on foil C029W,1 (Fig. 5 a). 

With the recent discovery that there may be lower crater excavation efficiency for micrometer-scale grains 
(Price et al., 2009), our comparison between the shape and scale of experimental aggregate impact features implies 
that most of the dense individual component sub-grains of Wild 2 fine dust responsible for the craters in Figure 5 
were probably around to 0.5 to 5 micrometers in size, although a small proportion may have been as small as 100 
nm. Even smaller, sub-micrometer craters abound in the samples examined during Stardust foil PE, many appear to 
be irregular in outline but also deep, suggesting they too were made by dense aggregates composed of still smaller 
sub-grains, perhaps a few tens of nm in size. Thus evidence from a very wide range of crater sizes indicates that the 
majority of Wild 2 dust is clearly not made of very low-density, highly porous fractal aggregates of nm-scale sub-
grains, although it is composed of a mixture of materials. 

What does the presence of dense aggregate structure tell us about the origin of Wild 2 dust, and its subsequent 
evolution? It is important to consider our structural interpretation in the context of evidence from aerogel-captured 
particles. Unfortunately, the relatively poor preservation of micrometer and smaller particles in aerogel (Ishii et al., 
2008) makes them difficult to interpret. Although the major element composition of small areas on the walls of large 
aerogel tracks may resemble that of bulk chondritic meteorites (Leroux et al., 2008a; Stephan et al., 2008), it is not 
yet proven whether these are remnants of sub-micrometer scale amorphous dust, or mixed impact residues from 
several different (possibly even crystalline) components, spattered and partly dissolved into high-temperature silica 
melt. The chemical composition of these fine patches is therefore not an unequivocal indicator of IS or DMC parti-
cle types (Zhukovska et al., 2008) as might be expected to be fractal grain cores in the model of Greenberg et al. 
(1989). Our interpretation of the finer dust structure and density definitely does not fit with the simple Greenberg et 
al. model, nor does the frequent presence of stoichiometric and crystalline material in micrometer (and smaller) 
Stardust craters (Leroux et al., 2008b) which, by analogy with residues from our experimental impacts of minerals, 
we regard as an indication of crystalline structure in even the smallest dust particles, known from isotopic studies 
(Stadermann et al., 2008) to be equilibrated solar system material. Thus, if the Greenberg et al. model is an accurate 
representation of primitive pre-nebular dust derived from IS or DMC sources, such material has probably not sur-
vived as an abundant component of comet Wild 2.  

Does the dense aggregate structure therefore represent well-preserved first-generation ‘agglomerates’ of nebula-
processed dust, made by the mechanisms summarized in Blum and Wurm (2008)?  The diverse range of minerals 
with unequilibrated elemental compositions reported from particles in Stardust aerogel tracks (Zolensky et al., 
2008), most showing evidence of pervasive isotopic equilibration (McKeegan et al., 2006), has indeed been inter-
preted as an indication of extensive nebular processing involving high temperatures (Brownlee et al., 2006), which 
must have occurred prior to mixing with the more volatile cometary components i.e. ices. However, the internal 
structure of some grains is reminiscent of chondrule textures (Nakamura et al., 2008), suggesting melting of milli-
meter-scale dust aggregates. Unfortunately, without knowing the detailed contact relationships between individual 
sub-grains in most impactors (textures that our experiments show are always destroyed during impact on foil and in 
creation of bulbous Type C aerogel tracks), we cannot directly assess the mechanism by which the different compo-
nents became associated, whether mechanical (‘sedimentary’) or by crystallization from melt (‘igneous’). Neverthe-
less, the overall high density and low porosity of the particles provides an important clue. The elegant microgravity 
experiments described by Blum and Wurm (2000) show that low velocity particle collisions in low pressure gas 
create primary fractal agglomerates of micrometer scale grains, with an open framework structure, very low density 
and high porosity. This process is likely to be important in the earliest steps of larger scale mechanical accretion of 



solid particles in the nebular disk, being repeated whenever fine-grained materials encounter the correct conditions. 
Our particle structure again does not resemble these agglomerates, and we therefore suggest that Wild 2 dust does 
not preserve the earliest nebular grain accretion textures. 

How then did relatively dense compact aggregates come into being? Whole track synchrotron X-ray maps show 
that many Type A Stardust aerogel tracks contain dispersed remnants of multi-component particles, although they 
are only occasionally physically intact (e.g. particle Febo, Brownlee et al., 2006). Usually their internal structure is 
disrupted or modified by intrusion of aerogel, and again we cannot use texture to reliably evaluate the proportion of 
particles formed by crystallisation from melt, as opposed to mechanically-assembled ‘sedimentary’ aggregates. 
However, the diverse, co-existing compositions are sometimes difficult to explain as mutually equilibrated ‘igneous’ 
assemblages. For example, the large and relatively deep crater on foil C086W,1 (which we interpret as formed by a 
dense particle) contains diverse residue major element compositions (Kearsley et al., 2008a) similar to those seen in 
shots of carbonaceous chondrite powder. Stadermann et al. (2008) showed that this crater contained both equili-
brated solar system material and at least one isotopically anomalous presolar grain, and it therefore seems likely that 
the impacting particle was a ‘sedimentary’ aggregate. In another example, the differing range of iron and magne-
sium ratios seen in the olivine and pyroxene grains in aerogel track 17 described by Zolensky et al. (2008) could be 
interpreted as the result of separate sub-grain origins from different sources, brought together by large scale mixing 
(e.g. Ciesla 2007), and then mechanically aggregated. In both of these examples the particles clearly had relatively 
high density, not the loose packing of an open framework (c.f. Blum et al., 2006), implying significant post-
accretion compaction.  

Although impact into aerogel itself damages the captured grains, the rarity of distinctive and pervasive solid-
state shock features (e.g. Tomeoka et al., 2008) and absence of pre-capture melt veins or small scale vaporization in 
the larger Stardust particles, together argue against a high velocity impact mechanism for the majority of dust grain 
accretion and compaction. There is also little evidence of extensive aqueous parent-body processing (Zolensky et al, 
2008), which might be expected if compaction of a cometary dust and ice mixture in the regolith of a major body 
were driven by major impacts (Trigo-Rodriguez and Blum 2009). Blum et al. (2006) and Ormel et al. (2007) have 
shown that low velocity (~ 1 m s-1) impact compaction of mineral dust aggregates yields only relatively low volu-
metric packing efficiency (VPE), < 15 %, and hence high porosity and low bulk density. Rates of growth and frag-
mentation reach an equilibrium, limiting compaction in small mineral aggregates, and impact velocity only reaches a 
sufficient level to promote compaction beyond 30 % VPE when aggregated protoplanetissimals reach meter size. 
However, recent experiments by Weidling et al. (2009) demonstrate that cm-scale aggregates can be compacted to 
30 % VPE by impacts at velocities predicted in and around the nebular mid-plane environment, as previously postu-
lated for the consolidation of fine chondrite meteorite matrix by Wasson (1995). Our comparison of experimental 
impacts and Stardust samples strongly suggests that some Wild 2 dust compaction went further, creating even 
denser aggregates containing polydisperse grain mixtures with diverse mutually-unequilibrated provenance, before 
mixing with ice. Whether early incorporation of organic matter may have played an important role in providing 
greater internal strength (aiding the survival and hence compaction of fine aggregates) is unknown. Our observation 
of greatly enhanced survival in the extreme acceleration of light gas gun shots when artificial aggregates are acry-
late-bonded hints that this may be an important factor. How large the compacted bodies became, the dynamics of 
their scattering, and the mechanisms of disruption before partial mixing with volatile icy materials remain to be dis-
covered. However, the low bulk density of the Wild 2 nucleus (0.6 to 0.8 g cm-3; Davidsson and Gutièrrez, 2006) 
indicates that even with a high proportion of low density ice, there must still be abundant open pore space between 
aggregates (and ice), implying very limited compaction after accretion of the nucleus, and no significant impact-
generated mineralogical alteration. The internal structure of Wild 2 therefore probably differs from the stratiform 
model proposed for comet Tempel 1 (Belton et al. (2007), with the bulk mechanical properties possibly being re-
sponsible for the differences in surface appearance.  

Whether mechanical compaction alone generated sufficient strength for aggregates to survive eventual ejection 
from the nucleus of Wild 2 and into the coma is unknown. Prolonged but intermittent disaggregation of aggregates 
during motion across the coma has been implicated by both a non-random spatial distribution of clustered impacts 
on the Stardust collector (Westphal et al., 2008) and the clustered temporal distribution of small impacts recorded 
by on-board instruments (Green et al., 2007). A similar inference has been made to explain a change in optical po-
larization across the coma of another Jupiter family comet, 2P/Encke (Jewitt, 2007). In their extensive discussion of 
dust fragmentation, Clark et al. (2004) suggest that most volatile ices should have sublimed well before broad dis-
persion into the coma, and are therefore unlikely to play a major role in aggregate strength after a few hours. How-
ever, evidence of progressive release of carbon monoxide within cometary comae (Cottin et al., 2004) perhaps re-
veals the presence of labile polymeric organic matter, which we suggest may have acted as a weak adhesive prior to 



gradual dissociation by ultra-violet irradiation, loss of vapour, creation of still further internal pore-space and 
unlocking of sub-grains. Some organic matter clearly survived to be collected by Stardust both in aerogel and on 
foils (e.g. Sandford et al., 2006; Stephan et al., 2008), and in their study of carbon and nitrogen in Wild 2 particles 
in aerogel, Gallien et al (2008) conclude that vaporization of surviving organic matter may even have contributed to 
the expansion of bulbous tracks. Kearsley et al. (2008) and Leitner et al. (2008) report carbonaceous remnants pre-
served around the edge of a very complicated crater, interpreted as a rare high porosity aggregate. Matrajt et al. 
(2008) show that organic matter was present even within particles such as Febo. Such observations accord well with 
our experimental data and our interpretation of dense, but weak aggregate particle structure in Wild 2 cometary 
dust. Evidence from meteors generated by other Jupiter family comets (e.g. Borovička, 2006; Trigo-Rodríguez and 
Llorca, 2006) certainly suggests that their particles have low strength, although most authors have interpreted this as 
an indication of a delicate, primitive porous structure of low density. 
 

Our study has shown that the internal structure of particles collected by Stardust may provide critical evidence of 
the mechanisms, location and timing of their formation, although much information has been lost due to capture-
related processing. We are now beginning to study the state of residue preservation and the scale of compositional 
mixing in the smaller experimental aggregate craters (such as that in Fig. 9) by analytical TEM of crater sections cut 
by FIB. Despite apparently contributing only a very small fraction of the collected mass (3 to 7%, Kearsley et al, 
2008), the smaller particles are especially important as we do not know if their relatively poor preservation, in both 
aerogel and Al foil impacts, might still conceal a population of amorphous, non-crystalline materials. Our shots of 
fine-grained, monodisperse, low porosity, high density aggregates onto aerogel demonstrated that they can generate 
bulbous ‘Type C’ tracks (e.g. Fig. 9). As these aggregates contained substantial volatile-rich adhesive, whose shock-
heating might aid expansion during impact, we cannot assess whether violent mechanical disaggregation is the main 
cause of lateral dispersion of material onto the track walls (c.f. Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008). We are continuing 
experimental investigation of the control of aerogel track morphology, using aggregates with different sub-grain 
sizes and compositions, and partially sintered aggregates free of adhesive. Impact of our artificial aggregates onto 
aerogel also raises the possibility of studying differential preservation as a function of mineral composition and 
grain size, as well as the entrainment of volatile organic species as molecular and isotopic tracers within the porous 
grains.  
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